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DULUTH -- Donald E. Olson, assistant profeiosor of physics 

at UiVTIJ, has received a $14-,000 research grant to continue his in-

vestigation of i 9at mospheric electricity oi9 

The funds are being provided by the Office of Naval Re-

search to cover approximately a one year perioda 

~he study seeks to find answers to some of the HelectricalH 

mysteries of the atmosphere. Involved are such questions as: 

Do thunderstorms, alone, keep the ionosphere (the layer 

30 miles above the earth) positively charged, or are there other 

forces in, .outer sp:3.ce doing p:3.rt of this job? 

What are the i 9electricaln roles of the Northern Lights 

or the flares on the sun? 

How is weather affected by the amount of positive or 

negative ions in the atmosphere of the earth? 

Olson9s team will gather data through balloon flights 

and a ground level instrument known as a field mill. He has been 

measuring the electrical potential in the atmosphere with a field 

mill since 1961. 

Two field mills will be used i n the present projeot. 

One will be situated on the UMD campus and the other will be 

placed in a field on a Warroad (Minn.) farm owned by the p:3.rents 

of student Arthur Brandli. 

Olson selected the Warroad location for its more inter-

esting electrical activity because of greater auroral (Northern 

Lights) affect. 

(more) 
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The fiel.d mill is used for studie s of the l c" ' "Jr a:-~l~J:· )1e ce 

(¼-½ k ilometer above the earth). Balloons will ba used for the 

higher altitudes. 

Students working on the project include Fredrick Utick, 

Robert Parker, J ohn Koivisto, Thomas Hexwn and Donald McLl. sh, all 

of Dul uth. 
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